


Select the most appropriate meaning of the given idiom/phrase.

Break with the past

A. To think about a past event or situation from the perspective of the 

present.

B. To look for a new opportunity and intentionally lose one at the hand.

C. To stop following a past tradition and do something in a new way.

D. A change brought in your life by stopping a bad habit or becoming a 

better person.



Select the most appropriate ANTONYM of the given word.

Encourage

A. Boost

B. Inspire

C. Energise

D. Dishearten



Select the word which is nearest in meaning to the word 

“OBSTINATE" 

A. stubborn

B. pretty

C. silly

D. clever



In the following question, the sentence has been given 

Indirect/Direct Speech. Out of the four alternatives suggested, select 

the one which best expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct 

Speech.

Sam proposed to me that we should celebrate Halloween.

A. Sam said to me, "Let us celebrated Halloween."

B. Sam says to me, "Let us celebrate Halloween."

C. Sam said me, "Let we celebrate Halloween."

D. Sam said to me, "Let us celebrate Halloween."



Select the most appropriate option that can substitute the 

underlined segment in the given sentence.

The teacher asked me to tell him what is his name?

A. what name is he?

B. what the name is.

C. what his name was.

D. what he is called i



If you find no error, your response should be indicated as (d). 

As an software engineer,(A)/ there are many programming languages 

and frameworks(B)/ that one can learn and work with.(C)/ No 

error(D)

A. A

B. B

C. D

D. C



Fill in the blank with the appropriate article.

My friend is living in ______ apartment, and it is a new one.

A. no article

B. the

C. a

D. an



The sentence below has been divided into three parts. Select the part of the 

sentence that has an error. If the sentence has no error, select the option 'No 

Error'.

Only after such preparatory measures- if / necessarily spreading over a period 

of many years- will public / attention and public resolution be fully aroused.

A. Only after such preparatory measures-if

B. No Error

C. attention and public resolution be fully aroused.

D. necessarily spreading over a period of many years- will public



In the following question a sentence is given in Direct/Indirect speech. Out of 

the four alternatives choose the one which best expresses the same sentence in 

Indirect/Direct Speech.

The servant said, “I met Ramesh when I was coming from the market.”

A. The servant said that I was meeting Ramesh when I had come from the 

market.

B. The servant told that Ramesh was to meet him when he was coming from 

the market.

C. The servant said that he has met Ramesh while returning from the market.

D. The servant said that he met Ramesh when he was coming from the 

market.



In the following question, out of the given four alternatives, select the 

alternative which best expresses the meaning of the Idiom/Phrase.

For old time’s sake

A. To consider the options

B. Deliberately stop someone

C. To be friends with an old person

D. Because of sentimental memories of the past



In the following passage some words have been deleted. Fill in the blanks 

with the help of the alternatives given. Select the most appropriate option for 

each number.

The Amazon is the world’s largest tropical rainforest. It is (1)______ the size 

of the continent of Australia and covers (2)______ area of nearly 2.8 million 

square miles. The Amazon rainforest gets its life from the (3)______ Amazon 

River which runs through the heart (4)______ the region. The rainforest is 

simply the drained basin for the river and its (5)______. The vast forest 

consists of four layers, each featuring its own ecosystems and specially 

adapted plants and animals.



The Amazon is the world’s largest tropical rainforest. It is 

(1)______ the size of the continent of Australia and covers 

(2)______ area of nearly 2.8 million square miles.

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank no. 1

A. specially

B. totally

C. roughly

D. similarly 



It is (1)______ the size of the continent of Australia and covers 

(2)______ area of nearly 2.8 million square miles. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank no. 2

A. an

B. a

C. some

D. one



The Amazon rainforest gets its life from the (3)______ 

Amazon River which runs through the heart (4)______ the 

region. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank no. 3

A. minor

B. magnetic

C. major

D. majestic



The Amazon rainforest gets its life from the (3)______ 

Amazon River which runs through the heart (4)______ the 

region. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank no. 4

A. in

B. at

C. of

D. on



The rainforest is simply the drained basin for the river and its 

(5)______. The vast forest consists of four layers, each featuring 

its own ecosystems and specially adapted plants and animals.

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank no. 5

A. tributes

B. continents

C. rainforests

D. tributaries



Select the correct active/passive form from the given sentence.

When had he killed the snake?

A. When had the snake been killed by him?

B. When he had the snake been killed?

C. When had the snake being killed by him?

D. When had been the snake was killed by him?



In the following question, some parts of the sentence may have errors. 

Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the 

appropriate option. If a sentence is free from error, select 'No Error'.

In its simplest form, it is a data delivery appliance designed specifically 

for performance, low cost of ownership, and reliable.

A. In its simplest form

B. No error

C. designed specifically for performance

D. low cost of ownership, and reliable



Select the correct passive form of the given sentence.

I know him.

A. He is known to me.

B. He was known.

C. He were being known to me.

D. He has been known to me.



Find out the synonym of the underlined word in the given sentence.

The devotees were eagerly waiting to witness the procession of the 

tribal goddess.

A. worship

B. pray

C. observe

D. honour



Select the option that expresses the given sentence in direct speech.

I asked her if she had done that.

A. I said to her, "Did you do this?"

B. I said to her, "Why did you do this?"

C. I said to her, "Had I done that?"

D. I said to her, "Did you have been doing this?"
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